
NMGRA MINUTES 9/10/19

TIME BEGUN: 7:00 PM

MEMBERS PRESENT:  Brian Helander, Rich Taylor, Paul Valdez, Keith Holtzclaw, Richard Polley, 
Jesse Contreras, Ron Odion, Tony Carson, Sabrina Owens, Maria Martinez, Jeff Lowe

MEMBERSHIP REPORT: Keith Holtzclaw (Membership Chairman)
No new members have joined or renewed since our last meeting. We had a membership drive 
at Sidewinders Bar on Friday 9/6/19. Tony Carson, Jeff Lowe, Keith Holtzclaw and Jesse 
Contreras were present for this event. Sidewinders generously provided hotdogs and 
$2/draft beer. Unfortunately we did not have anyone sign up for membership. We made 
approximately $20 with beer sales. Brendan Gonzales came by and donated $100 to Marie 
Antionette Du Barry which was promised for her Birthday show a couple of months ago. 
Brendan has been a supporter of NMGRA for many years. This money goes to Du Barry's 
Notre Dame rebuilding fund which was one of the charities for her show.
Keith noted that these events usually do not get us any new members as the best way to get new
members is thru word of mouth from member to member. Keith noted that the largest 
membership drive we've had in the past few years was after Tre and Du Barry became Mr. and 
Miss NMGRA. We had many new royalty members join at that time.

SECRETARY'S REPORT: Keith Holtzclaw (Acting Secretary)
Minutes were sent out to the membership a few days after August's meeting and then sent out 
again today for everyone to review and make comments as needed. I did not receive any 
corrections as of yet. Keith noted that there is a correction as to Registration fee being $130, not
$125. The IGRA web site does not yet allow us to pay for registration online but according to 
Frank, whom I spoke with yesterday it will be online in the next few days. Hotel registration is 
already up and working. Keith noted that he had already reserved his room at the hotel. 
A motion was made to accept the minutes with a second and minutes were accepted.

TRUSTEE'S REPORT: Brian Helander
As of now our members going to convention are: Brian Helander, Rich Taylor, Keith 
Holtzclaw, David Smith, David Delgado, Ryan P. Brian said he would not be able to make 
the Trustee's meeting on Thursday and asked if Rich could sit in as his alternate. Keith noted 
that he would not be there until Friday. Jeff L. reminded us that David Smith indicated that he 
would be sitting with us. 

VICE PRESIDENT: Tony Carson
Tony presented what checks need to be written to charities for our royalty. He heard back from 
Du Barry and the rest was noted from Sabrina's previous accounting. Tony and Du Barry 
discussed over the phone recently the upcoming pagent and so far the only candidate is 
Cameron. Tony stated that Du Barry's charities need to paid as follows:
SF Fire Department $350, HRA $145, and then from her birthday show (which was not a 
NMGRA show) needs $100 for the Notre Dame Roof fund. She donated money from that show 
to NMGRA and to the Notre Dame Fund. Jesse's charity is the NM Disabled Veterans which 
will be broken down for payment in the next week. Cameron has raise all but about $92 with a 
grand total of around $400. He plans on a car wash this month to raise the rest of his money.
Keith expressed his doubts about Cameron being totally responsible to continue to raise the 
remainder of his money for both NMGRA and IGRA. He has not responded to Keith's emails 



and does not call in for meeting. Therefore Keith is worried that he will be the best candidate for 
Cameron. This is the time to voice concerns. Tony said he would set up a meeting with Cameron. Rich 
statedd that Cameron had problems last year and had to step down before running for his title. Brian 
also expressed his doubts that Cameron has been present enough to make a good run for Mr. NMGRA. 
Du Barry expressed that she feels we need to be more specific in what we want from Cameron. Keith 
expressed that he and Tony do have an agenda and will follow thru. Jeff L. expressed that he feels the 
Board should handle this situation. Keith assured the group that the Board will take up this issue and 
act on recommendations. Keith noted that he will get with Sabrina to get checks sent out this week. 
Sabrina noted that she needs check requests before issuing checks. Du Barry ask Sabrina to send her 
the check requests to be sent out. 

TREASURER'S REPORT: Sabrina Owens
Sabrina noted that we will have about $1000 to send out to charities. $7056.00 balance today with 3 
checks remaining from rodeo to be paid out and after pay out we will have approximately $6000.00 
balance. Keith noted that Cindy Cowan lost her check for $167.20 and Sabrina said she would re-issue 
it. Keith noted that Cindy will be having Walmart issue us a check from Big Spring Texas Walmart for 
a buckle sponsor. Keith wants emails for Erika Holter and Wade Earp. Brian expressed his thoughts 
that we don't need to track down these people to get them to cash their checks. The total amount of 
these checks is about $600. Keith said he would like to send Cindy a replacement check as he already 
told her he would do so. Sabrina will keep enough money in our account so as to have enough money 
in our checking account. Du Barry noted that he thinks we should take the money out of the re-issued 
checks for the re-issue charge (stop payment on the checks). Jeff noted his agreement to stop payment 
and not re-issue unless requested. 

PRESIDENT'S REPORT: Keith Holtzclaw
Keith asked Brian if our rodeo production dues are due by convention. Therefore we need to decide if 
we are going to be able to have a rodeo in 2020 before paying the $600 fee to produce a 2020 rodeo. 
Sabrina stated that our IGRA membership dues have been paid. Our rodeo application is due 6 months 
in advance so if the date is in June we should probably pay by convention. The rodeo santion fee is 
non-refundable after it is paid. We will also be responsible for rodeo insurance which is another fee. 
Sabrina asked what happens if we do not have a board. Keith asked Brian to address that. Brian stated 
if we don't have a board then we probably need to dissolve the organization (worst case) or we can 
remain as a recognied organiation with no dues however we can't vote on anything. This has happened 
to us in the past and its a major deal to regain our status as a non-profit. 
Keith asked all who are going to convention to get their travel, hotel and registration taken care of. 
Frank will have registration up on web site soon. We need an election committee to take nominations 
for 2020. Rich said he would consider being rodeo director again or the Trustee position. Du Barry 
pointed that presidence has already been set when others held more than one position. With no good 
answers we need to reach out to find qualified people to be on the 2020 board. Keith asked Ron Odion 
if he has any interest in being on the NMGRA board. Keith asked Ron if he would consider being 
Secretary. Ron stated he is already the secretary for AVER. Keith stated he doesn't want to hold a 
board position but would be willing to continue to back up the Treasurer, just doesn't want to be elected
or appointed to any position. Keith is willing to train the new secretary. Du Barry noted that we need to
vote on varriance for royalty to do step downs. Rich stated that we definitely need a board but royalty is
not necessary but highly appreciated and need (as they do raise money). We have had years without 
royalty in the past. Du Barry expressed her feeling that royalty is very necessary. Brian expressed his 
feeling that if we push people into positions then it usually doesn't work out very well. Just to have a 
person in a position seems to never work out as they don't usually have the “passion” to do their job. 
Keith will get a meeting together with the board to discuss elections and plans for 2020.



Keith noted that Jeff Lowe was VP and Rodeo directior in 2006. However then we had two Vps, 
however we did away with two VP positions. Keith asked Jeff to speak about equipment and our need 
for repairs to trailer and replacement of Canadian Flag, ropes and timing lights. Jeff said he would be 
available in September and October to go up and go thru our equipment. Rich said the trailer is parked 
at his neighbor Linda's house. Jeff and Rich will get together to go thru equipment. Jeff would like to 
be reimbursed for hallogen lights he bought for our rodeo. Jeff asked Rich for key to the trailer and he 
will get it to Jeff. Jeff is confident that we will have a rodeo in 2020 and wants us to be prepared. Keith 
asked Jeff and Rich to look for our helmets and vests. Rich reached out to Whitney White asking her if 
she has one of our vests and helmets. He has yet to hear back from her. Keith noted that Whitney was 
wearing a vest embroidered with NMGRA so that vest is most likely property of NMGRA. Rich will 
f/u with Whitney. Keith believes we have 3 vests and 2 helmets.

Meeting Adjourned: 8:03pm


